PROPOSED DRAINAGE OR SANITARY STRUCTURE
PORTION OF EXISTING WATER MAIN REMOVED
PROPOSED CURB (TYP.)

RELOCATED WATER MAIN

NOTE: PIPE SHALL BE A FULL LENGTH PIPE CENTERED UNDER THE CROSSING UTILITY, OR THE MAXIMUM LENGTH POSSIBLE UNDER EXISTING CONDITIONS.

NOTE: TIE RODS SHOWN, THRUST RESTRAINT MAY BE PROVIDED BY ANY SINGLE METHOD IN ACCORDANCE WITH WATER MAIN THRUST RESTRAINT DETAILS

UNDISTURBED EARTH

EXISTING WATER MAIN

ELEVATION

SECTION A-A

PROPOSED STORM OR SANITARY SEWER

EXISTING WATER MAIN

BASEMENT ELEVATION

CLASS "A" CONCRETE

ELEVATION

NOTE: THRUST BLOCKS SHOWN, THRUST RESTRAINT MAY BE PROVIDED BY ANY SINGLE METHOD IN ACCORDANCE WITH WATER MAIN THRUST RESTRAINT DETAILS